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ለሠራተኛ አሳቢነት
ለዕውቀት መትጋት 
በቡድን መስራት
ሙያዊ ብቃት

Vision 
To become a bank of choice in Ethiopia by 2030 
mainly by maximising women’s economic capa-
bilities.

Mission 
To remain true to our name , set a trend in the 
provision of excellent and inclusive banking ser-
vices mainly by focusing on women’s economic 
needs and taking advantage of the state-of- art 
technology, innovation and professional work-
force with the aim of maximising the value of 
shareholders.

Core Values
Dedication
Approachable
Impartiality
Integrity
Concern for Employees
Learning Organisation
Teamwork
Professionalism
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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD

Dear Shareholders:

We have gone through another year 
and it is an honour and a privilege to 
submit to you the annual report for 

the fiscal year 2021/22.

  The closing months of the year 2021 saw the 
reawakening of the world economy from the 
COVID-19-imposed slumber. The effectiveness 
of vaccines and the public health measures 
put in place as a result of the lessons learned 
in the struggle with the virus, finally gave hope 
to the world that recovery was in the horizon. 
Therefore, we started the New Year with hope 
and anticipation. 

Indeed, the world economy revived and as 
countries opened up for trade and travel 
demand, skyrocketed. Though this would be 
good news under normal circumstances, at a 
time when lockdowns in different parts of the 
world had disrupted the supply chain so much, it 
has become a huge challenge. Supply has simply 
not been able to keep up with demand. This has 
created inflationary pressure around the globe. 
When the war in Ukraine started in February 
and the resultant sanctions further disrupted 
supply, it made a bad situation even worse. 

Ethiopia is not immune to these international 
economic disruptions. They have contributed a 
big part to the price escalation we are witnessing; 
especially on food items and the price of fuel. In 
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addition, we have had our local challenges; like 
the conflict in the Northern part of the country 
and political instability elsewhere. Drought in 
some parts of the country has also been a huge 
challenge. 

The board and management had to face this 
adverse economic environment and navigate 
through the rough waters. Through good 
strategic decisions and a lot of hard work, our 
bank had another profitable year.  

The Bank has achieved a profit before tax of Birr 
377 million. That is a 30% growth over last year. 
Net profit is about 182 million of which 3% is 
set aside for the collateral fund scheme and the 
remaining Birr 176.7 million is approved by the 
Board of Directors to be paid to shareholders as  
dividend.

Dear Shareholders, in my message last year, I 
challenged you to pay off your subscribed shares 
and buy even more; so that we can make sure 
we meet the National Bank capital requirement 
before the deadline. Though there has been 

some movement in the right direction, having 
registered a 25% growth, we need to do more. 
Owners’ equity stood at Birr 1.9 billion at the end 
of the reporting period. 

We need to raise that to 5 billion. Therefore, I 
repeat my challenge again and strongly urge you 
to raise your equity in our profitable bank.

I want to express my appreciation to my fellow 
board members for their commitment and 
wisdom to guide us through a challenging 
year. I especially, want to thank the executive 
management  team for their hard work and 
strong leadership. I also want to thank all 
the staff for their diligence. our shareholders 
and customers need a huge appreciation for 
your loyalty and confidence in our bank. This 
achievement would not have been possible 
without you.

Finally, I want to express my gratitude to the 
National Bank of Ethiopia for its continued 
support and oversight. I am fully confident in the 
leadership of Enat Bank to bring us even greater 
success in the coming year.

Thank you

Frehiwot Worku
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Wro Frehiwot Worku
Chairperson

Ato Habtu Dimtsu
Deputy Chairperson

wro Shitaye Hussien 

Wro Yergedu Begashaw Ato Ayenew Wudu

Wro Addis Zelekaw

Ass.Prof. Tewodros Wuhib Ato Eyobed Tibebu

Wro Roman Legesse

Wro Nigist W/Selassie Ato Itana Ayana
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MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

Dear Shareholders:

The year 2021/2022 is ending having 
posed significant challenges to the global 
economy in general and the Ethiopian 

economy in particular. The post-COVID-19-
induced supply chain disruptions, the food 
and gas price escalation caused by the Russia-
Ukraine war, the drought in parts of the country, 
and the conflict in Northern Ethiopia are some 
of the challenges we were faced with in this 
fiscal year. They are challenges that are likely 
to continue to test us even in the coming fiscal 
year.

In spite of these adverse conditions, our Bank 
has achieved a profit before tax of Birr 377 
million which was higher by Birr 88 million or 
30% compared to the same period last year. 
The net profit is about 182 million Birr. At the 
close of the financial year on June 30, 2022, the 
Banks’ outstanding deposit amounted to Birr 
13.1 billion with a growth of Birr 1.9 billion or 16% 
as compared with the preceding period. Our 
ability to maintain the steady growth of deposit 
mobilization has enabled us to maintain our 
liquidity and enhanced our profitability. We have 
increased the number of our branches to 104 
in order to better serve our existing customers 
and recruit new ones.

Outstanding loans and advances grew by Birr 
2.2 billion reaching 11.2 billion. This amounts 
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to a 25% increase compared with the previous 
financial year. The bank has managed to 
maintain the quality of the loan portfolio below 
the National Bank standard.

The total revenue/income of the bank during 
the fiscal year under review has reached Birr 2.2 
billion expanding by 32% from the preceding 
year. Interest income contributed 77% of 
the revenue; which is a good indicator of the 
sustainability of the revenue source to enhance 
the profitability of the Bank.

Owners’ equity stood at Birr 1.9 billion. The 
balance exhibited yearly growth of 25%. The 
total number of shareholders approached 
20,558. Women shareholders represented 63% 
of the total shareholders.

Overall, we have turned in a successful 
performance under the prevailing conditions. 
We have responded innovatively to the 

challenges that have come our way through the 
year while remaining true to our core values. 
We have worked very hard to give world-class 
customer service to our clients and partners. 
Our increased investment in and use of cutting-
edge technology has contributed a great deal to 
our success.

The most important contributors to our 
achievement are our staff members. Therefore, 
I would like to thank all Enat bank employees 
for their continued hard work and commitment. 
I would also like to extend my appreciation 
and gratitude to the Board of Directors, the 
Executive Management team, the shareholders, 
and the customers of Enat Bank. Counting on 
your continued support and encouragement, I 
would like to assure you that we will continue our 
successful journey in the coming year.

Thank you,

Ermias Andargie

Wro Nigist W/Selassie
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2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

 2020/21

2021/22

1,086 1,698 2,389 
3,762 

4,976 
7,118 

8,346 

11,237 
13,050 

Total Deposit

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

 2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

1,417 2,209 3,248 
4,875 

6,482 
9,201 

11,166 
14,623 

17,209 

Total Assets

2013/14

2014/15

 2015/16

 2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

512 1,133 1,616 
2,450 

3,313 
5,093 

6,426 

8,965 

11,206 

Total Loan & Advance
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2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

262 384 
565 

746 
971 

1,193 
1,380 

1,543 

1,934 

Total Paid up capital

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

 2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

94 198 315 
520 

750 
983 

1,328 
1,655 

2,179 

Total Income

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

60 133 213 
374 

534 
751 

1,088 
1,366 

1,802 

Total Expense
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2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17
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33 
64 

103 
146 

216 231 240 
289 

377 

Total Net Profit before Tax 
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Staff Strength (in Number)
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I. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 Capacity Building 

 Enat Bank has made significant financial 
and non-financial support to different 
organizations during the fiscal period;

 
• Has delivered capacity-building training 

focused on self-empowerment to women 
that are beneficiaries of Ellilta-Women at 
Risk charity organization’s rehabilitation 
program.

• Enat Bank offered financial support to 
Amen charity organization, a local NGO 
that mainly works on orphans and needy 
families. The donation is intended to 
purchase  bread baking machine.

• Made donation to Mary Joy Ethiopia to 
purchase iron container  that will be used 
as retail shop to sell Agri-products.

• Donated to Melu’e Foundation that works 
on autism.

 
• Awarded recognition to W/ro Aynadis 

Workneh on her graduation from college at 
the age of 60 plus.

II. SPONSORSHIP AND PROMOTIONAL   
 EVENTS 

Welcoming the Diaspora 

• Various activities were undertaken in 
connection with the Ethiopian Diaspora 
Homecoming event. This event was a 
great opportunity to make Enat Bank more 
conspicuous.

• Conducted a welcoming  lunch to diaspora 
community in collaboration with the 
Ethiopian  Diaspora  Association.  In 
the event, members of the Executive 
Management Team and Directors gave 
Briefings on banking services and other 
relevant information meant for diaspora.
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I. Corporate Social Responsibility  

Capacity Building  
 

As part of its corporate social responsibility commitment, Enat Bank made 
significant financial and non-financial support for different organizations 
during the fiscal period;  

Ø Delivered capacity-building training focused on self-empowerment for 
women that are beneficiaries of Ellilta-Women at Risk charity 
organization’s rehabilitation program. 

 

Ø Enat Bank donated to Amen charity organization, a local NGO that 
mainly supports orphans and needy families. The donation is intended to 
purchase a bread bakery machine. 

 

Ø Donated to Mary Joy Ethiopia for container purchase that will be used 
for their Agri-products social market business. 
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Football Tournament

• Sponsored a football tournament between the Diaspora community team and local teams 
which was held from January 6 to January 8, 2022, at the Ethiopian Youth Sports Academy.

Awareness creation 

• Sponsored an exhibition that  relay a message to the diaspora community to send money 
through official channels with a tagline #NO MORE BLACK MARKET  which was held at Friendship 
Park from January 20 to January 22, 2022.

 Major Sponsorships

Enat bank sponsored different events  that  go  along  with its vision and mission. These 
sponsorships are believed to have enhanced the prominence of the Bank and contributed to 
widen its customer base. The major sponsored events were; 

• 19th Women’s 5km race organized by the Great Run.
  
• Ethiopia Civil Society exhibition-to express its commitment to civil society organizations. 
 
• Reading  for  Life  exhibition - that encourages people to develop reading habits. 
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• Blue Carpet closing  program of the 
Eregnaye TV series drama  which was 
written and produced by three famed  
women in the film  industry  Azeb Worku, 
Beza Hailu and Kidist Yilma.

III. PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENTS 

Partnership with Hybrid Designs Plc-RIDE 

Enat Bank has signed an agreement to 
work with Hybrid Design. The partnership 
agreement includes providing different loans 
to RIDE taxi drivers. The loan includes car   
loans, loan to pay annual taxes and loan to 
cover  maintenance costs.

• As per this agreement all RIDE Taxi drivers 
collect fares through the technological 
platforms of both Enat Bank and Hybrid 
design Plc by which both parties gain 
revenue.

 In subsequent Enat Bank awarded fuel 
coupons for RIDE Taxi drivers on lottery 
basis for eight consecutive weeks to 
encourage the drivers to work with the 
Bank.
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Incentives to RIDE Drivers – Enat Bank gave Br. 1,000 fuel coupons for RIDE 
drivers on lottery basis for eight consecutive weeks to encourage the drivers to 
work with the Bank. 

 

 

A Tripartite Memorandum of understanding with AZT Information 
Services Plc. and Mercy Corps. 
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Enderase has  signed an agreement to 
jointly implement a project called “Mother 
to Mother’’ to provide training to mothers 
who are engaged in street cleaning so that 
they can benefit economically, and help 
themselves and their families.

IV. OTHER MAJOR EVENTS 

Annual Performance Review Meeting 

On July 26, 2022, the Annual Performance 
Meeting of 2021/22 fiscal year was conducted 
at Dessalegn Hotel, Addis Ababa. In the 
event, the overall performance of the year 
was discussed, and a briefing was also given 
on the focus areas of the next fiscal year. 
The Executive Management Team, Directors, 
Division Managers and all branch managers 
attended the meeting.

Signing  Tripartite MOU and Agreements

• Enat Bank has signed a memorandum 
of understanding with AZT Information 
Services Pvt. Ltd. and Mercy Corps. 
The main purpose of the agreements 
is to provide financial security to roving 
vocational workers and housemaids in case 
of loss and damage of properties of out- 
sourcers. 

• The Bank has signed an agreement with 
the Ministry of Revenue to manage an 
electronic tax payment system to make 
tax collection services more accessible and 
allow the business community to pay their 
taxes online, anytime and anywhere.

• The Bank has signed a memorandum 
of understanding with Purpose Black 
ETH Trading. The main purpose of the 
agreement is to work together on projects 
of Women and Youth distributors of farm 
products. 

• Enat Bank and Endezega Mahiberawi 
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Green Legacy participation  

Enat Bank in collaboration with Endezega Mahiberawi Enderase made seedling plantation at 
Gulele Botanical center to be part of the Green Legacy initiative.

Grand Branch Inaugurations

The Bank has inaugurated branches in different areas to provide efficient banking services to 
serve its valued customers. Among branches that went operational are  Meki , Arba Minch and 
Wolaita  Branches. Community leaders, invited guests, members of the Board of Directors and 
senior Management participated in the inauguration.                                
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Fortunately, the Government provided me a 
working station. I also got a small loan for initial 
working capital and started a cafe and restaurant 
business. When I started, I only had a capital of 
Birr 800. During the year, my capital increased 
to Birr 60,000. Unfortunately, when I was doing 
well, my income was greatly reduced due to the 
unprecedented coronavirus pandemic. Even if my 
business survives, the pandemic caused a lot of 
destruction to my business. 

Enat bank’s Loan was a golden opportunity for me. 
A loan was given to me 3 years ago under collateral 
fund scheme without any collateral required from 
me. I purchased the necessary equipment and 
financed my working capital needs. 

I am now at a very good states  by taking advantage 
of the good and extensive business contract that 
I have received. My capital has progressed to a 
million level, and my daily income has increased 
eightfold. In addition, I created job opportunity for 
20 employees.

I plan to grow my business into a small scale 
industry in the future. So, I believe I will create 
employment opportunities for more people. I 
thank God for everything. I am also very thankful 
to Enat Bank. 

VI.  WOMEN BANKING SOLUTIONS 
  
COLLATERAL GUARANTEE FUND 
MOBILIZATION PRODUCTS
 
ENAT ENDERASSIE
 
This is a saving product meant for persons willing  
to offer the deposit as a collateral for loans 
granted  to active business woman  who cannot 
afford to offer collateral for her loan request. The 
peculiarity of this service  is that a depositor has 
the right to select a business woman of his or her 
acquaintances and make a deposit to secure the 
loan granted to such woman.
  
ENAT AGAJZ
 
This  is a saving product   for a person who 
volunteers to offer his, her or their deposit as 
collateral for a minimum term of three years to 
any woman who can’t afford to offer collateral for 
her loan request. Women entrepreneurs benefited 
from this scheme shall be selected by the Bank 

ENAT LEGASH
 
Enat Bank invites fellow citizens to contribute 
to collateral fund scheme.  To this end, a service 
branded as Enat Legash is introduced. This is a 
non-refundable amount to be deposited into a 
special pool account. Any amount from a penny is 
accepted without disregard. 
 
EXEMPLARY AND INSPIRING WOMEN
   Abinet Bekalu:- Owner of a restaurant
 
My name is Abinet Bekalu. I was born in Addis 
Ababa. Ever since I was a child, I wanted to do my 
own business and  was employed only for 2 months. 
Starting my own business had many challenges 
among which  getting location and start-up capital 
were critical.
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2. Martha Beshiwork 

I was born in Adama city. Before I 

started Liyu Milk Shop I was 

supported by my husband's income. 

Then I started working, but I had 

two children, so I quit because I 

wanted to raise them myself. When 

my children grew up and the 

expenses became too much and 

when I got tired of staying at home, I 

started my own business. I started 

with a capital of 30,000 birr. 

I liked the name Enat Bank, so I 

went to the branch to open an 

account. I came to know from the 

bank employee that there is a loan 

facility that the bank has facilitated 

for women traders. As I was very 

interested in expanding my 

business, I discussed with the 

bank's experts and applied for the 

loan and was approved for 200 

thousand birr. I used the loan to 

purchase the necessary materials  

to run the business. 
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 Martha Beshiwork: Owner of dariy shops

I was born in Adama city. Before I started Liyu Milk 
Shop I was supported by my husband’s income. 
Then I started working, but I had two quit because 
I wanted to raise my children. I restarted my 
business with a capital of 30,000 birr.

I initially approched Enat Bank to open an account. 
I came to know from the bank employee that 
there is a loan facility that the bank has facilitated 
for women traders. As I was very interested in 
expanding my business, I discussed with the 
bank’s experts and applied for the loan and took 
for 200 thousand birr. I used the loan to purchase 
the necessary materials  to run the business.

The loan contributed to grow my business. Before 
I took the loan, I had two employees and two 
branches. At present,  the number of employees 
has increased to 16 and 14 of them are women. I 
was able to increase my number of branches to 4 
by adding 2 more shops. Besides, my daily income 
was 3500 Birr. Now I earn up to 45000 Birr per day 
from the 4 shops.

As  the name suggests, Enat Bank is helping 
mothers that implies supporting  the whole society. 
There are many women who have the ability and 

desire to work but do not get this opportunity. 
Therefore, if Enat Bank can expand its services and 
make the loan to these women accessible, more 
women can benefit.
 
Serkalem Addisu: Owner of a restaurant
 
My name is Serkalem Addisu. I am 39 years old. I 
was born in Wolega and grew up in Addis Ababa. I 
am married and a mother of 4 children. I worked as 
a waiteress in a large restaurant for 7 years before 
establishing my own business - Serki Restaurant.  
Earlier, a relative of mine and I had agreed to start 
a restaurant business together. She agreed to 
invest her money and I invested my skills, time 
and energy. I had not left my work and still, I was 
running the new restaurant in my spare time. But 
the business wasn’t very successful  so my partner 
gave me all the machines, equipment, and other 
assets and voluntarily withdrew from the business 
partnership.

It has been almost 9 years since I opened my 
restaurant business. When I started it, many 
people objected, saying that how could I leave 
a good salary to start a risky business. But I was 
optimistic and decided to give it a try and left my 
job. I was doing good but not that great. After 
a long time, I came to know about Enat Bank’s 
Women Loan through a friend.
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The loan contributed to the growth 

of my career. Before I took the loan, 

I had two employees and two 

branches. At present,  the number 

of employees has increased to 16 

and 14 of them are women. I was 

able to increase my number of 

branches to 4 by adding 2 more 

shops. Besides, my daily income 

was 3500 Birr. Now I earn up to 

45000 Birr per day from the 4 

shops. 

Enat Bank, as the name suggests, is 

helping mothers. Supporting 

mothers is helping the whole 

society. There are many women who 

have the ability and desire to work 

but do not get this opportunity. 

Therefore, if Enat Bank can expand 

its services and make the loan to 

these women accessible, more 

women can benefit. 

 

1. Serkalem Addisu 

My name is Serkalem Addisu. I am 

39 years old. I was born in Wolega 

and grew up in Addis Ababa. I am 

married and a mother of 4 children. 

I worked as a waiter in a large 

restaurant for 7 years before 

establishing my own business - 

Serki Restaurant.  Earlier, a relative 
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCES 

1. DEPOSIT  

At the close of the financial year 

on June 30, 2022, the Banks’ 

outstanding deposit amounted to 

Birr 13.1 billion with a growth of 

Birr 1.9 billion or 16% as 

compared with the preceding 

period. The steady growth of 

deposit mobilization has given 

assurance for the maintenance of 

liquidity and enhancement of 

profitability

.  

2. LOANS AND ADVANCES 

The outstanding loans and 

advances stood at Birr 11.2 

billion at the end of June 2022, 

which was higher by Birr 2.2 

billion or 25% as compared with 

the previous financial year. The 

bank managed to maintain the 

quality of the loan portfolio below 

the National Bank standard

.  

3. REVENUE 

The total revenue/income of the 

bank during the fiscal year under 

review has expanded by 32% to 

reach Birr 2.2 billion from the 
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I also took business training to enhance my 
entrepreneurship skill. I want to thank Enat Bank 
staff very much, apart from the loan for  the love 
and support they gave me. Before the loan, my 
employees were 2 and now they are 6. My daily 
income has increased from Birr 2000 to Birr 15000.

One thing I want to mention is that when I took out 
the loan, I was under a lot of stress and became 
seriously ill. The reason was I was worried that I 
would not be able to pay back the loan because 
I did not know much about loans. Therefore, I 
would like to transmit a message that training and 
counseling of women in micro businesses about 
banking and loan disbursement is very important 
and should be strengthened

VII. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCES

DEPOSIT 

 At the close of the financial year on June 
30, 2022, the Banks’ outstanding deposit 
amounted to Birr 13.1 billion with a growth 
of Birr 1.9 billion or 16% as compared with 
the preceding period. The steady growth of 
deposit mobilization has given assurance for 
the maintenance of liquidity and enhancement 
of profitability. 

 LOANS AND ADVANCES

 The outstanding loans and advances stood 
at Birr 11.2 billion at the end of June 2022, 
which was higher by Birr 2.2 billion or 25% as 
compared with the previous financial year. The 
bank has adequately managed to maintain the 
quality of the loan portfolio.

REVENUE

 The total revenue during the fiscal year under 
review has grown by 32% to reach Birr 2.2 billion 
from the preceding year. The revenue structure 
of the Bank depicts that 77% came from 
interest income indicating the sustainability of 
the revenue source to enhance the profitability 
of the Bank. 

PROFIT

 The Bank has earned a profit before tax of Birr 
377 million which is higher than  last year same 
period by 30%.

GROWTH OF EQUITY

 Owners’ equity stood at Birr 1.9 billion at the 
end of the reporting period. The balance 
exhibited yearly growth of 25%. Total number 
of shareholders approached 20,259. Women 
shareholders represented 63% of the total  
number of shareholder’s.
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Corporate information

Enat Bank Share Company
IFRS �nancial statements
For the period ended 30 June 2022
Corporate information 

Company Registration Number  
 KK/AA/3/0006590/2006 E.C (Ethiopian Calendar)

License  Number
LBB/019/12 G.C (Gregorian Calendar)

Directors (As of 30 June 2022) 

Frehiwot Worku Beyene Board of Director ( Chair Person) (Appointed May 2021)
Habtu Dimsu Werese Board of Director ( Vice Chair Person) (Appointed January 2018)
Addis Zelekaw Belete Board of Director (Member) (Appointed May 2021)
Nigist W/selassie W/kiros Board of Director (Member) (Appointed May 2021)
Ayenew Wudu Azagew Board of Director (Member) (Appointed May 2021)
Eyobed Tibebu Lisanework Board of Director (Member) (Appointed January 2018)
Yirgedu Begashaw Habteyes Board of Director (Member) (Appointed May 2021)
Itana Ayana Leta Board of Director (Member) (Appointed January 2018)
Roman Legesse W/Gebreal Board of Director (Member) (Appointed January 2018)
Shitaye Hussen Ahmed Board of Director (Member) (Appointed January 2018)
Tewodros Wuhib W/mariam Board of Director (Member) (Appointed May 2021)

Executive management (As of 30 June 2022 )

Ermias Andarge Ayele President (Appointed January 2021)
Tigist Abate Damte Vice President Operations (Appointed February 2021)
Genet Hagos Gebremedhin Vice President Corporate Service (Appointed February 2021)
Tefera Tolosa Wakjira Vice President Information Systems
Lelise Temesgen Tucho Director,Credit Department (Appointed September 2012)
Melese Gizaw Desta Director, Risk & Compliance Department (Appointed September 2012)
Haile Atfaye Ayele Director, Human Capital Management (Appointed May 2014)
Belay Gezahegn Demeke Director, Strategy & Innovation Department (Appointed May 2015)
Henok Yilma Haileselassie Director, Finance and Accounts Department (Appointed May 2015)
Feyessa Tarekegne Gerbaba A/Director, Legal Services Department (Appointed May  2019 )
Tefera Gimbi Debele Chief Information Officer (Appointed November 2020)
Bealemlay Ayenew Feyissa Director, Branch Operation & Resource Mobilization Department (Appointed November 2020)
Aklil Girma T/Yohannes Director, Marketing Communications & Customer Service (Appointed November 2020)
Elizabeth Bedane Guraro A/Director, Internal Audit Department (Appointed February 2021)
Tenagne Basa Gaga Director, Wommen Baking Solution Department (Appointed February 2022)
Zemichael Tesfamariam Kebtie Director, Interest Free Banking (Appointed March 2022)
Independent Auditor
Tafesse, Shisema and Ayalew Certified Audit Partnership (TMS Plus)  
Chartered Authorized Audiotrs (Eth) and Certified Accountants (UK)
PO Box 110690

Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

Corporate office 
Enat Bank Share Company 
Kirkos sub-city,Woreda 08,Around Bambiss Bridge
P O Box 18401
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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Enat Bank Share Company
IFRS cial statements
For the period ended 30 June 2022
Statement of directors' responsibilities

a)

b)

c)

Signed on behalf of the Directors by:

Frehiwot Worku
Board Chairperson

Ermias Andargie
President

The President is of the opinion that the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the financial
affairs of the company and of its profit or loss. 

The President further accept responsibility for the maintenance of accounting records that may be relied upon in
the preparation of financial statements, as well as adequate systems of internal financial control.

Nothing has come to the attention of the President to indicate that the company will not remain a going concern
for at least twelve months from the date of this statement.

The Bank's president accepts responsibility for the annual financial statements, which have been prepared using
appropriate accounting policies supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates, in conformity
with International Financial Reporting Standards, Banking Business Proclamation, Commercial code of 1960 and
the relevant Directives issued by the National Bank of Ethiopia.

In accordance with the Banking Business Proclamation No. 1159/2019, the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE)
may direct the Bank to prepare financial statements in accordance with international financial statements
standards, whether their designation changes or they are replaced, from time to time.  

The Bank's president is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in Ethiopia and in the manner required by the
Commercial Code of Ethiopia of 2021, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error. The Bank is required keep such records as are necessary to:

exhibit clearly and correctly the state of its affairs;

explain its transactions and financial position; and

enable the National Bank to determine whether the Bank had complied with the provisions of the Banking
Business Proclamation and regulations and directives issued for the implementation the aforementioned
Proclamation. 

3
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the period ended 30 June 2022
Independent auditors’ report
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
As At 30 June 2022
Statement of financial position
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Statement of changes in equity
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Statement of cash flows
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IFRS Financial Statements
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Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
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Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements

)

Financial assets
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements

D
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
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Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
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Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Bank Share Company 
IFRS Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 30 June 2022
Notes to the financial statements
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Enat Digital
Services

ክፍያ 
ለመክፈል፣ገንዘብ 

ለማስተላለፍ ለምን 
ይሰለፋሉ?

በእናት ባንክ የዲጂታል አገልግሎቶች በኩል ክፋያ ይፈጽሙ ገንዘብ ያስተላልፉ!

Go Smart I 
Spend Less
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የዳይሬክተሮች ቦርድ ሰብሳቢ መልዕክት

ውድ ባለ አክሲዮኖች 

2013/14 በጀት ዓመት  በሠላም አጠናቀን 
የ2014/15ን ዓመታዊ ረፖርት ሳቀርብላችሁ 
በከፍተኛ ደስታ ነው፡፡ ታላቅ ክብርም ይሰማኛል፡፡
 
የ2013 የመጨረሻ ወራት የዓለም ኢኮኖሚ 
በኮቪድ19 ምክንያት ከተጫጫነው እንቅልፍ 
መንቃት የጀመረበት  ጊዜ ነበር፡፡ የክትባቶቹ  
ፍቱንነትና ከቫይረሱ ጋር ከተደረገው ትግል ውስጥ 
በተቀሰመው ዕውቀት ላይ ተመስርተው ተግባር ላይ 
የዋሉት የህዝብ ጤና አጠባበቅ እርምጃዎች ለዓለም 
ህዝብ የማገገም ተስፋ የፈነጠቁበት ጊዜ ነበር:: 
ስለሆነም አዲሱን ዓመት የተቀበልነው በጉጉትና 
በተስፋ ነበር፡፡

በርግጥም  አገሮች  ለንግድና ጉዞ ክፍት መሆን 
ሲጀምሩ የዓለም ኢኮኖሚ አገግሞ ፍላጎት ጣራ 
መንካት ጀመረ፡፡ ለወትሮው ይህ መልካም ዜና 
ቢሆንም የተለያዩ የዓለም ሃገራት በራችውን ሁሉ 
ዘግተው መክረማቸው የአቅርቦት ሰንሰለቱን 
በረበሸበት በአሁኑ ጊዜ ግን ከፍተኛ ተግዳሮት 
ሆኖአል፡፡ አቅርቦት በፍጹም ከፍላጎት ጋር መጣጣም 
አልቻለም፡፡ ይህም በዓለም ዙሪያ የዋጋ ግሽበት 
ግፊት አስከትሎአል፡፡

በዚህ ላይ ደግሞ በየካቲት ወር ውስጥ በዩክሬን 
የተነሳው ጦርነትና ራሽያ ላይ የተጣለው ማዕቀብ 
በአቅርቦት ላይ ተጨማሪ ችግር በመፍጠሩ 
ሁኔታውን በእንቅርት ላይ ጆሮ ደግፍ አድርጎታል:: 
ኢትዮጵያም ከእነዚህ ዓለምአቀፋዊ ሁኔታዎች 
የተገለለች አይደለችም፡፡ ለምንመለከተው ከፍተኛ 
የዋጋ ጭማሪ፣  በተለይም ደግሞ በምግብና በነዳጅ 
ዋጋ ላይ፣ ትልቅ አስተዋጽዖ አላቸው፡፡
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አብረን  ስንሠራ  የቆየን  ሌሎች  የቦርድ አባላት 
ተግዳሮት  በበዛበት ዓመት ውስጥ ላሳዩት 
መሰጠትና ትጋት  ያለኝን  አድናቆት መግለጥ 
እፈልጋለሁ፡፡ የከፍተኛ ስራ መሪዎቹን ቡድን  
ለጠንካራ ሰራተኝነታችውና ጠንካራ አመራራቸው 
ላመሰግናቸው እወዳለሁ። እንደዚሁም 
ሁሉንም የእናት ባንክ ሰራተኞች ለማያሰልስ 
ጥረታቸው ባለአክስዮኖቻችንንና  ደንበኞቻችንን 
ለታማኝነታቸው ማመስገን እፈልጋለሁ፡፡ ይህንን 
ስኬት ያለእናንተ ማግኘት አይቻልም ነበር፡፡

በመጨረሻም የኢትዮጵያ ብሄራዊ ባንክን ለዘወትር 
ክትትልና ድጋፉ አመሰግናለሁ፡፡ የእናት ባንክ 
አመራር በሚቀጥለው ዓመት ከዚህ የበለጠ ስኬት 
እንደሚያስገኝልን ሙሉ እምነት አለኝ፡፡

አመሰግናለሁ

                 ፍሬሕይወት ወርቁ 

በተጨማሪም የሰሜኑ ግጭትና በሌሎችም ቦታዎች 
ያለው ፖለቲካዊ አለመረጋጋትን የመሰሉ የራሳችን 
ውስጣዊ ችግሮችም አሉ፡፡ በአገሪቱ አንዳንድ 
አካባቢዎች የተከሰተው ድርቅም ሌላው ትልቁ 
ተግዳሮት ነው፡፡

ቦርዱና ስራ አመራሩ ይሄንን አሉታዊ የኢኮኖሚ 
ከባቢ አየር መጋፈጥና ደራሹን ውሃ በጥንቃቄ ማለፍ 
ነበረባቸው፡፡ በጥሩ ስትራቴጄኪያዊ ውሳኔዎችና 
ጠንክሮ በመስራት ባንካችን ሌላ ትርፋማ ዓመት 
አሳልፎአል፡፡

ባንኩ ከታክስ በፊት የ377 ሚልዮን ብር ትርፍ 
ማግኘት ችሎአል፡፡ ይህም ከባለፈው ዓመት በ30% 
ይበልጣል፡፡ የተጣራ ትርፉም 182 ሚልዮን ብር ነው:: 
ከዚህ ውስጥ 3% የሚሆነው ለብድር መጠባበቅያ 
ተይዞ ቀሪው 176.7 ሚልዮን ብር ለባለአክሲዮኖች 
እንዲከፋፈል የዳይሬክተሮች ቦርድ ወስኖአል፡፡

ውድ ባለ አክሲዮኖች

በባለፈው ዓመት መልዕክቴ በብሔራዊ ባንክ 
የተቀመጠውን የካፒታል መጠን በጊዜ ገደቡ 
ውስጥ ማሟላት እንድንችል ቃል የገባችሁበትን 
የአክስዮን ድርሻ እንድትከፍሉና ተጨማሪ አክሲዮን 
እንድትገዙ አደራ ብዬ ነበር፡፡ ምንም እንኳን በዚህ 
ረገድ 25% እድገት መታየቱ ወደትክክለኛው 
አቅጣጫ መንቀሳቀስ መጀመራችንን ጠቋሚ 
ቢሆንም ከዚህም በላይ ማድረግ ይጠበቅብናል፡፡ 
በበጀት ዓመቱ የባለአክስዮኖች ድርሻ 1.9 ቢሊዮን 
ብር ደርሶአል:: ይህንን ወደ 5 ቢሊዮን ብር ማድረስ 
አለብን፡፡ ስለሆነም አሁንም እንደገና አትራፊ በሆነው 
ባንካችን ውስጥ ያላችሁን ባለድርሻነት እንድታሳድጉ 
አደራ እላለሁ፡፡
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የባንኩ ፕሬዚደንት መልዕክት

ውድ ባለ አክሲዮኖች
 
ያለፈው ዓመት በዓለም  በተለይ ደግሞ በኢትዮጲያ 
ኢኮኖሚ  ላይ  ጋርጦት የነበረው ችግር ከፍተኛ 
ነው፡፡ ኮቪድ 19 ወረርሽኝ በአቅርቦት ሰንሰለቱ 
ላይ የተፈጠረው ምስቅልቅል፣ በራሽያና በዩክሬን 
ጦርነት መቀሰቀስ ምክንያት  የተፈጠረው የምግብና 
የነዳጅ ዋጋ ግሽበት እንዲሁም ደግሞ በአገራችን 
አንዳንድ አካባቢዎች የተከሰተው ድርቅ እና በሰሜኑ 
የአገራችን ክፍል ያለው ግጭት ድምር ውጤት  አለ 
የማይባል  ችግር እንድንጋፈጥ አስገድዶናል፡፡ በአዲሱ 
የበጀት ዓመትም እነዚህ ሁኔታዎች የሚፈታተኑን 
እንደሚሆን ይገመታል፡፡

ነገር ግን በእንደዚህ ዓይነቱ ፈታኝ ሁኔታም ውስጥ 
ቢሆን ባንካችን ከታክስ በፊት 377 ሚልዮን ብር 
ማትረፍ ችሏል፡፡ ይህም ከባለፈው ዓመት ጋር ሲተያይ 
የ88  ሚልዮን ብር ወይም የ30% ብልጫ ያለው 
ነው:: የተጣራ ትርፉም 182 ሚልዮን ብር ነው። 

በበጀት ዓመቱ መጨረሻ የባንኩ ተቀማጭ ሂሳብ 
13.1  ቢሊዮን ብር ደርሷል። ይህም ከባለፈው ዓመት  
አንፃር የብር 1.9 ቢልዮን  ወይንም 16% ብልጫ 
አለው፡፡ተቀማጭ ሂሳብን ያለማቋረጥ ማሳደግ 
መቻላችን የባንካችንን የገንዘብ ፍሰት በመጨመሩ 
አስተማማኝነቱና ትርፋማነቱ በቀጣይነት እንድያድግ 
ምክንያት ሆኗል። ለደንበኞቻችንን የበለጠ ተደራሽ 
ለመሆን  እና የተሣለጠ  አገልግሎት ለመስጠት 
ያስችለን ዘንድ ቅርንጫፋችን  ቁጥር በማብዛት  
በበጀት ዓመቱ መጨረሻ 104 አድርሰናል።
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በመዝገብ ላይ የሚታየው የብድር መጠን በ2.2 
ቢልዮን ብር አድጎ 11.2 ቢልዮን ብር ደርሷል። ይህም 
ከባለፈው ዓመት የ25% ብልጫ አለው። የብድሩንም 
ጥራት ብሄራዊ ባንክ ካስቀመጠው ጣራ በታች 
ለማድረግ ችለናል።

ጠቅላላ ገቢያችን ከባለፈው ዓምት 32% በማደግ 2.2 
ቢልዮን ብር ደርሷል። ከዚህ ውስጥ 77% የሚሆነው 
ከወለድ ትርፍ የተገኘ ነው። ይህም የባንካችን 
ትርፋማነት ቀጣይነት ካለውና አስተማማኝ ከሆነ ገቢ 
የተገኘ መሆኑን አመላካች ነው።

የባለአክሲዮኖች ድርሻ 1.9 ቢልዮን ብር ደርሷል። 
ይህም የ25% ዓመታዊ እድገት እያሳየ ነው። 
የአጠቃላይ ባላክስዮኖች ቁጥር  20,558 የደረሰ 
ሲሆን ከዚህ ውስጥ 13,017 ወይም 63% የሚሆኑት 
ሴቶች ባለ አክስዮኖች ናችው።

በአጠቃላይ በአስቸጋሪ ሁኔታዎች ውስጥም ቢሆን 
የተሳካ የሥራ ውጤት አስመዝግበናል። ለእሴቶቻችን 
ያለንን ታማኝነት ሳናጓድል የገጠሙንን ተግዳሮቶች 
ሁሉ ስልታዊ በሆነና በብልኃት ምላሽ ሰጥተናል። 
ለደንበኞቻችንና ለአጋሮቻችን ዓለምአቀፍ ደረጃውን 
የጠበቀ አገልግሎት ለመስጠት ጠንክረን እየሠራን 
እንገኛለን። ተጨማሪ መዋዕለ ነዋይ በማፍሰስ ዘመኑ 

ያፈራውን አዲስና የተራቀቀ  ቴክኖሎጂ  ማግኘታችንና 
መጠቀማችን ለስኬታችን ቁልፍ ምክንያት እየሆነን 
ነው። 

ከሁሉም  በላይ  ግን የስኬታችን ምንጭ 
ደንበኞቻችንና ሠራተኞቻችን ናቸው። ስለዚህ የእናት 
ባንክ ደንበኞች ከኛ  ጋር ለመሥራት   ቁርጠኛ  
በመሆን ለስኬታችን ምክንያት በመሆናቸው እና 
ሠራተኞቻችንን ደግሞ ለማያቋርጥ ጥንካሬያቸውና 
መሰጠታቸው ላመሰግናቸው እፈልጋለሁ። 
እንደዚሁም ለዳይሬክተሮች ቦርድና ለሥራ አመራር 
ቡድኑ፣ ለባለአክሲዮኖቻችን ያለኝን አድናቆት 
መግለጥ እፈልጋለሁ። በቀጣይ ድጋፋችሁና 
አብሮነታችሁ ላይ በመተማመን በሚቀጥለው 
ዓመትም የስኬት ጉዞአችንን እንደምንቀጥል 
ላረጋግጥላችሁ እወዳለሁ።

አመሰግናለሁ

ኤርምያስ አንዳርጌ
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የሴቶች የባንክ አገልግሎት

እናት ባንክ በበጀት ዓመቱ የተለያዩ የተቀማጭ ሂሳብ 
አገልግሎቶቹን አስተዋውቋል.

ስላንቺ የቁጠባ ሂሣብ 

ይህ የቁጠባ ሂሣብ ቀድሞዉኑ የሴቶች የቁጠባ ሂሳብ 
በመባል የሚታወቀው ሲሆን አሁን በአዲስ መልክ 
ተሻሽሎ የቀረበ ነው፡፡ አገልግሎቱ ለሴቶች ከወለድ 
አንፃር እጅግ ተመራጭና ሌሎች ሳቢ ገፅታዎችን 
ያካተተ በመሆኑ ይህንን አገልግሎት ለማግኘት 
ሴቶች ደንበኞቻችን ቅርንጫፎቻችን እንድትጎበኙ 
እንጋብዛለን፡፡ 

በሌላም በኩል ለብድር ብቁ የሆኑ ሴቶች ደንበኞቻችን 
ዋስትና በማጣት ብቻ ከብድር አገልግሎት እንዳይርቁ 
ለማድረግ ቀድሞም የነበረውን  የዋስትና ገንዘብ 
የማሰባሰቢያ መላ በተሻለ መልኩ በሚከተለው መልኩ 
አቅርበናል፡፡

እናት እንደ ራሴ

ይህ የቁጠባ  አገልግሎት  ሲሆን  ሴቶችን  ለማገዝ  
የተነሳሱ ግለሰቦችና ድርጅቶች የሚስተናገዱበት 
ነው:: የባንኩን ራዕይ የሚጋራ ማንኛውም ግለሰብ 

ወይም ድርጅት በቅርብ የሚያውቃትን ታታሪ ሴት 
ነገር ግን ዋስትና በማጣት ብቻ የብድር አገልግሎት 
ማግኘት ያልቻለችን ወደ ባንኩ በማምጣት እና 
ለሚሰጠው ብድር ዋስትና የሚሆን ገንዘብ በዚህ ሂሳብ 
ውስጥ ያስቀምጣል ማለት ነው፡፡ አስቀማጩ ብድሩ 
እስከሚከፈል ድረስ የተሻለ ወለድ የሚያገኝበት መላ 
ነው፡፡

እናት አጋዥ

ይህ  የተቀማጭ  ሂሣብ ሆኖ ጠቀም ያለ ወለድ 
የሚያስገኝ ሲሆን ሁሉንም ታታሪ ሴቶች ለማገዝ 
ልባቸው የተነሣሣ ግለሰቦችንና ድርጅቶች ገንዘብ 
የሚያስቀምጡበት ነው፡፡ ይህ ተቀማጭ ገንዘብ ተይዞ  
የሚቆየው ብድሩ ተከፍሎ እስከሚያልቅበት ጊዜ 
ማለትም ቢበዛ እስከ ሶስት ዓመት ነው፡፡ 

እናት ለጋሽ

ታታሪ ሴቶች ዋስትና ማቅረብ ባለመቻላቸው ብቻ 
የብድር አገልግሎት እንዳይከለከሉ ለማድረግ ሲባል ይህ 
የዋስትና ገንዘብ ማሰባሰቢያ ቋት ተፈጥሯል፡፡ የእናት 
ባንክን ራዕይ በመጋራት ሴቶችን ለማገዝ ፍላጎት እና  
ፈቃደኛ የሆነ ሁሉ ከአንድ ሣንቲም ጀምሮ  የዋስትና 
ገንዘብ የሚያዋጣበት መላ ነው፡፡ ይህ ገንዘብ   ተመላሽ 
የማይደረግና እየተዟዟረ የተለያዩ ሴቶችን የብድር 
ተጠቃሚ እንዲሆኑ የሚደረግበት ነው፡፡
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ስራዬን በቅርቡ ወደ አነስተኛ ኢንደስትሪ ደረጃ 
ለማሳደግ አቅጃለሁ፡፡ ስለዚህ ለብዙ ሰዎች የስራ እድል 
የመፍጠር ሃሳብ አለኝ፡፡ ስለ ሁሉም ነገር እግዚአብሄር 
ይመስገን፡፡ እናት ባንክንም ከልብ አመሰግናለሁ፡፡ 

ማርታ በሺወርቅ: የወተት መሸጫ ሱቆች  ባለቤት

ማርታ በሺወርቅ እባላለሁ፡፡ የተወለድኩት አዳማ 
ከተማ ሲሆን ልዩ ወተትን ከመጀመሬ በፊት በባለቤቴ 
ገቢ ነበር የምተዳደረው፡፡ ከዛም ተቀጥሬ መስራት 
ጀመርኩ፡፡ ሆኖም ሁለት ህጻናት ልጆች ስለነበሩኝ 
እነሱን ራሴ ለማሳደግ በማሰብ ስራ አቆምኩኝ፡፡ ልጆቼ 
ሲያድጉ እንዲሁም ወጪውም እየከበደ ሲመጣ  ቤት 
መቀመጡም ሲሰለቸኝ የራሴን ስራ መስራት ጀመርኩ:: 
የጀመርኩት በ30 ሺህ ብር ካፒታል ነበር፡፡

የእናት ባንክ ስሙ በጣም ደስ ስለሚለኝ ሂሳብ 
ለመክፈት ቅርንጫፍ ሄድኩኝ፡፡ ባንኩ ለሴት ነጋዴዎች 
ያመቻቸው የብድር አገልግሎት እንዳለ ከባንኩ ሰራተኛ 
ተረዳሁኝ፡፡ ንግዴን ለማስፋፋት ከፍተኛ ፍላጎት 
ስለነበረኝ ከባንኩ ባለሙያዎች ጋር በመወያየት 
ብድሩን አመልክቼ 200 ሺህ ብር ተፈቀደልኝ፡፡ ብድሩን 
ለስራ ግብዐት የሚሆኑ ቁሳቁሶችን በመግዛትና እና 
ለስራ ማስኬጃ ተጠቀምኩኝ፡፡

አብነቶች

አብነት በቃሉ: የሬስቶራንት ባለቤት

ስሜ አብነት በቃሉ ይባላል፡፡ ተወልጄ ያደግኹት 
በአዲስ አበባ ከተማ ነው፡፡ ከልጅነቴ ጀምሮ የራሴን 
ስራ ለመስራት ነበር የምፈልገው፡፡ ስለሆነም ተቀጥሬ 
የሰራሁት ለ2ወር ብቻ ነው፡፡ የራስን ንግድ መጀመር 
ብዙ ፈተናዎች አሉት፡ የመስሪያ ቦታ ፤ መነሻ ካፒታል 
ማግኘት አስቸጋሪ ነበር፡፡
 
የመስሪያ ቦታ ከሌሎች ጋር ተደራጅቼ ከመንግስት 
አገኘሁ፡፡ የመነሻ ካፒታል ትንሽ ብድር አግኝቼ የካፌ 
እና ሬስቶራንት ስራ ጀመርኩ፡፡ ስጀምር በ 800 ብር 
ካፒታል ነው የተነሳሁት፡፡ በአመቱ ካፒታሌ ወደ 60,000 
ብር አደገ፡፡ ጥሩ አየሰራሁ በነበርኩበት ወቅት የኮሮና 
ወረርሽኝ በመከሰቱ ገቢዬ በጣም ተቀዛቀዘ፡፡ ከብዙ 
ችግር በኋላ ያንን ጊዜ አለፍኩኝ፡፡

የእናት ባንክ ብድር ለኔ ወርቃማ እድል ነው፡፡ ከ 3 ዓመት 
በፊት ከኔ ምንም ማስያዥያ ሳይጠየቅ በተሰጠኝ ብድር 
ለዚህ በቅቻለሁ፡፡ በተጨማሪም ያገኘሁትን መልካም 
እና ሰፊ የስራ ኮንትራት ዕድል በመጠቀም አሁን ላይ 
በጣም ጥሩ ደረጃ  ላይ ደርሻለሁ፡፡ ካፒታሌ ወደ ሚሊዮን 
ደረጃ ፣ የቀን ገቢዬም በስምንት እጥፍ አድጓል፡፡  በፊት 
8 ሰራተኞች ነበሩኝ በአሁን ሰዓት ወደ 20 ደርሰዋል፡፡
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2. Martha Beshiwork 

I was born in Adama city. Before I 

started Liyu Milk Shop I was 

supported by my husband's income. 

Then I started working, but I had 

two children, so I quit because I 

wanted to raise them myself. When 

my children grew up and the 

expenses became too much and 

when I got tired of staying at home, I 

started my own business. I started 

with a capital of 30,000 birr. 

I liked the name Enat Bank, so I 

went to the branch to open an 

account. I came to know from the 

bank employee that there is a loan 

facility that the bank has facilitated 

for women traders. As I was very 

interested in expanding my 

business, I discussed with the 

bank's experts and applied for the 

loan and was approved for 200 

thousand birr. I used the loan to 

purchase the necessary materials  

to run the business. 
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The loan contributed to the growth 

of my career. Before I took the loan, 

I had two employees and two 

branches. At present,  the number 

of employees has increased to 16 

and 14 of them are women. I was 

able to increase my number of 

branches to 4 by adding 2 more 

shops. Besides, my daily income 

was 3500 Birr. Now I earn up to 

45000 Birr per day from the 4 

shops. 

Enat Bank, as the name suggests, is 

helping mothers. Supporting 

mothers is helping the whole 

society. There are many women who 

have the ability and desire to work 

but do not get this opportunity. 

Therefore, if Enat Bank can expand 

its services and make the loan to 

these women accessible, more 

women can benefit. 

 

1. Serkalem Addisu 

My name is Serkalem Addisu. I am 

39 years old. I was born in Wolega 

and grew up in Addis Ababa. I am 

married and a mother of 4 children. 

I worked as a waiter in a large 

restaurant for 7 years before 

establishing my own business - 

Serki Restaurant.  Earlier, a relative 
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ብድሩ ለስራዬ ማደግ አስተዋፅኦ አለው፡፡ ብድሩን 
ከመውሰዴ በፊት ሁለት ሰራተኞች እንዲሁም ሁለት 
ቅርንጫፎች ነበሩኝ፡፡ በአሁኑ ሰአት የሰራተኞቼ ብዛት 
ወደ 16 ያደገ ሲሆን 14ቱ ሴቶች ናቸው፡፡  በነበሩኝ 2 
ሱቆች ላይ ሌሎች 2 ሱቆች በመጨመር የቅርንጫፎቼን 
ብዛት ወደ 4 ለማሳደግ ችያለሁ፡፡ በተጨማሪም በፊት 
በቀን የማገኘው ገቢ ብር 3500 ነበር፡፡ አሁን ከ4ቱ 
ሱቆች በቀን እስከ ብር 45000 ገቢ አገኛለሁ፡፡ 

እናት ባንክ እንደ ስሙ እናቶችን እየደገፈ መሆኑ ደስ 
የሚል ተግባር ነው፡፡ እናት ተደገፈች ማለት ህዝብን 
እንደመርዳት ማለት ነው፡፡ ብዙ ሴቶች የመስራት አቅሙ 
እና ፍላጎቱ ኖሯቸው ይህንን እድል ያላገኙ አሉ፡፡ ስለዚህ 
እናት ባንክ አገልግሎቱን አስፍቶ እነዚህን ሴቶች ተደራሽ 
ለማድረግ  ቢችል ብዙ ሴቶች ተጠቃሚ ሊሆኑ ይችላሉ፡፡

ሰርካለም አዲሱ: የሬስቶራንት ባለቤት

ሰርካለም አዲሱ እባላለሁ፡፡ 39 ዓመቴ ሲሆን 
የተወለድኩት ወለጋ ሲሆን ያደግኩት ደግሞ አዲስ 
አበባ ነው፡፡ ባለትዳርና የ4 ልጆች እናት ስሆን ሰርኪ 
ሬስቶራንትን ከማቋቋሜ በፊት ለ7 ዓመታት በሆቴል 
መስተንግዶ ኃላፊነት በትልቅ ሬስቶራንት ውስጥ 
ተቀጥሬ እሰራ ነበር፡፡ በመቀጠልም ከአንዲት ዘመዴ 
ጋር እርሷ በገንዘብ እና ቁሳቁስ በማሟላት እኔ 
በትርፍ ሰዓቴ ባለኝ ሙያና ጉልበት በጋራ የሆቴል ስራ 
እንድንጀምር ተስማማን እና ስራውን ጀመርን፡፡  ሆኖም 
ብዙም ውጤታማ አልሆንም ስለዚህ እቃዎቹን በሙሉ 
እንድጠቀምበት ሰጠችኝ እና ለራስሽ ስሪበት አለችኝ፡፡ 
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCES 

1. DEPOSIT  

At the close of the financial year 

on June 30, 2022, the Banks’ 

outstanding deposit amounted to 

Birr 13.1 billion with a growth of 

Birr 1.9 billion or 16% as 

compared with the preceding 

period. The steady growth of 

deposit mobilization has given 

assurance for the maintenance of 

liquidity and enhancement of 

profitability

.  

2. LOANS AND ADVANCES 

The outstanding loans and 

advances stood at Birr 11.2 

billion at the end of June 2022, 

which was higher by Birr 2.2 

billion or 25% as compared with 

the previous financial year. The 

bank managed to maintain the 

quality of the loan portfolio below 

the National Bank standard

.  

3. REVENUE 

The total revenue/income of the 

bank during the fiscal year under 

review has expanded by 32% to 

reach Birr 2.2 billion from the 

የራሴን ስራ ስጀምር አንዴት ጥሩ ደሞዝ ትተሽ 
ትወጫለሽ ብለው ብዙ ሰዎች ተቃውመውኝ ነበር፡፡ 
እኔ ግን በአላማዬ በመፅናት ስራዬን ለቅቄ ለመሞከር 
ወሰንኩኝ፡፡ በጣም አመርቂ ባይሆንም ጥሩ እየሰራሁ 
ነበር፡፡ ከብዙ ግዜ በኋላ በአንድ ወዳጄ አማካኝነት 
ስለ እናት ባንክ የሴቶች ብድር አገልግሎት አወቅኩኝ:: 
የንግድ ስራ ክህሎት ስልጠናም ወሰድኩኝ፡፡ እናት 
ባንክን በጣም ማመስገን እፈልጋለሁ፡፡ ከሰጡኝ ብድር 
በተጨማሪ የሚያሳዩኝ ፍቅር ከፍተኛ ነበር፡፡ ከእናት 
ባንክ ብድር በፊት ሰራተኞቼ 2 ነበሩ አሁን 6 ደርሰዋል፡፡ 
ድርጅቴን ከከፈትኩ ወደ 9 ዓመት ሆኖኛል፡፡ የቀን ገቢዬ 
ከብር 2000 ወደ ብር 15000 ደርሷል፡፡ 

ሳላነሳ የማላልፈው ነገር ቢኖር ብድሩን በወሰድኩበት 
ጊዜ ከፍተኛ ጭንቀት ላይ ወድቄ ለህመም ተዳርጌ ነበር:: 
ምክነያቱ ደግሞ ስለ ብድር ብዙ ስለማላውቅ መክፈል 
ባልችልስ የሚል ስጋት ነበረኝ፡፡ ስለዚህ ለሴቶች ስለ 
ብድር አከፋፈል ስልጠና እና ምክር ተጠናክሮ ቢቀጥል 
የሚል መልእክት አለኝ፡፡
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REWARDING YOUR LOYALITY
Every time you remit via Enat Bank you are empowering women.
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እናት ባንክ አክሲዮን ማህበር
የትርፍ እና ኪሳራ መግለጫ
ሰኔ 23 ቀን 2014 ዓ.ም 
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እናት ባንክ አክሲዮን ማህበር
የሃብትና ዕዳ መግለጫ
ሰኔ 23 ቀን 2014 ዓ.ም
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BRANCH  CONTACT ADDRESS
S.NO BRANCH NAME EMAIL ADDRESS (የኢሜል አድራሻ) TELEPHONE ADDRESS 

(የስልክ አድራሻ)

1 Abay Mado abaymado@enatbanksc.com 058-3201479/058-3204979

2 Abebeche-Gobena Megenagna abebechgobena@enatbanksc.com 0116 674002

3 Adama adama@enatbanksc.com 022 2120188

4 Adama Arada adamaarada@enatbanksc.com 022 2114855

5 Adi- Haki- Mekelle adihaki@enatbanksc.com 034 2411240

6 Adigrat adigrat@enatbanksc.com 0342 450540

7 Adwa adwa@enatbanksc.com 0342 719522/23

8 Agaro agaro@enatbanksc.com 047-2210698

9 Arba-Minch arba@enatbanksc.com 468812162

10 Arbegna Kebedech Seyoum Gerji arbeghakebedech@enatbanksc.com 0116 395487

11 Arerti arerti@enatbanksc.com 022-2230370/022-2230684

12 Artist Bizunesh Bekele Bethel bizuneshbekele@enatbanksc.com 0113 697338

13 Assela assela@enatbanksc.com 022-2389907/022-2385147

14 Aster Ganno (GUllele) asterganno@enatbanksc.com 011-2737520/011-2737855

15 Axum axum@enatbanksc.com 0342 756621

16 Babu babu@enatbanksc.com 476610351

17 Bahar Dar bahirdar@enatbanksc.com 058 2266585

18 Bahar Dar - Ghion bahirdarghion@enatbanksc.com 058-3201570

19 Bedele bedele@enatbanksc.com 044-7452501

20 Bishoftu bishoftu@enatbanksc.com 0114 302026

21 Capitain Amsale Gualu (Africa Avenue) captainamsalegualu@enatbanksc.com 011-5583054/011-5584820

22 Cathrin Hamlin Meskel Flower cathrinehamlin@enatbanksc.com 0114 700933

23 Chagni chagni@enatbanksc.com 058-2252455/058-2252454

24 Debre-Markos debremarkos@enatbanksc.com 058-1781351

25 Dangila dangila@enatbanksc.com 582212148

26 Debre Birhan Tebassie debrebirhantebassie@enatbanksc.com 118884405

27 Debrebrhan debrebirhan@enatbanksc.com 0116 37 55 53

28 DerartuTulu -Mexico derartutulu@enatbanksc.com 0115 572536

29 Dessie dessie@enatbanksc.com 033-3216441

30 Dinkinesh Lucy Wonber Tera dinkneshlucy@enatbanksc.com 0112 735705

31 Dire Dawa diredawa@enatbanksc.com 025 2110236

32 Dire Dawa sabian enatsabianbranch@enatbanksc.com 0254 115385/86

33 Dire Dawa Greek Camp Sub Branch diredawagreekcamp@enatbanksc.com 025-2113246

34 Doctor Segenet Kelemu Lamberet drsegenetkelemu@enatbanksc.com 0118552632

35 Dr Artist Negatawa Kelkay Beklobet drartistnegatwakelkay@enatbanksc.com 0118552619
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S.NO BRANCH NAME EMAIL ADDRESS (የኢሜል አድራሻ) TELEPHONE ADDRESS 
(የስልክ አድራሻ)

36 Dr. Bogalech Gebre Imperial drbogalechgebre@enatbanksc.com 0116 684392

37 Dr. Jember Tefera -Bole jembertefera@enatbanksc.com 0116 695942

38 Dr. Widad Kidanemariam Ayat drwidadkidanemariam@enatbanksc.com 0116 390419

39 Dr.Mulualem gessese (22 Lem) drmulualemgessesse@enatbanksc.com 011-6663503/011-6663965

40 Dr.Teguest Guerma Wuhalimat drteguestguerma@enatbanksc.com 011-8547432

41 Dukem dukem@enatbanksc.com 011-4719015

42 Emahoy Tsigiemariam Gebru Haile Garment hailegarment@enatbanksc.com 0118 723356

43 Emahoy Weletemariam Gelaw Yekabado emahoyweletemariam@enatbanksc.com 0118 723313

44 Emahoy Zemzem Gerbi Cinema Ras emahoyzemzem@enatbanksc.com 0112 735482

45 Engidazer Nega (Teklehaimanot) artistengidazernega@enatbanksc.com 011-5578808/011-5578602

46 Etege Mintewab (Ehil Berenda) etegemintwab@enatbanksc.com 011-2735263/011-2734958

47 Etege-Taitu- Main etegetaitu@enatbanksc.com 0115 500683

48 Fatuma Roba- Furi fatumaroba@enatbanksc.com 0113 802123

49 Finotselam finotselam@enatbanksc.com 058-70752193

50 Firmaye Alemu Saris Hadid Gebeya firmayealemusarishadid@enatbanksc.com 0118552569/0118552575

51 Gondar gondor@enatbanksc.com 058 2117795/96

52 Gurdshola gurdshola@enatbanksc.com 011-66766251/011-6677859

53 Halaba halaba@enatbanksc.com 046-5561572/046-5560434

54 Hanamariam hanamariam@enatbanksc.com 011 8552657

55 Harar harar@enatbanksc.com 0254 667908

56 Hawassa hawassa@enatbanksc.com 0462 123083

57 Hawassa - Tabor hawassatabor@enatbanksc.com 046-2121611

58 Hawassa-arebsefer hawassaarebsefer@enatbanksc.com 046-2123083/046-2123086

59 Holeta holeta@enatbanksc.com 011-2610873

60 Hon.Dr.Asegedech Asfaw (Ayat Tafo) honorarydrasegedechasfaw@enatbanksc.com 011-6390976/011-6391731

61 Hossana hossana@enatbanksc.com 0461781852/0461781369

62 Humera humera@enatbanksc.com 0342 484083

63 Injibara injibara@enatbanksc.com 058-2271432

64 Jemo jemo@enatbanksc.com 011-4625815

65 Jigjiga jigjiga@enatbanksc.com 025 278 26 32

66 Jimma jimma@enatbanksc.com 047-1122419

67 Kuriftu kuriftu@enatbanksc.com 0114 308624

68 Laureate Aetist Desta Hagos (Bisrate Gebriel) loretartistdestahagos@enatbanksc.com 011-3692443/011-3692446

69 Laureate Dr. Aster Shewa amare (Sarbet) laureatedrastershewaamare@enatbanksc.com 011-3809077/011-3809046

70 Laureate Sr.Tibebe Maco (Summit) laureatesrtibebemaco@enatbanksc.com 011-6688038/011-6688581

71 Legetafo legetafo@enatbanksc.com 0116 683033

72 Maria Munir (Bole Michael) mariamunirbolemichael@enatbanksc.com 011-8722454
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73 Martha Gebretsadik (Wollo Sefer) mgtsadik@enatbanksc.com 011-4700918

74 Mekele Kedamay Woyane kedamayweyane@enatbanksc.com 034-2408871/034-2409836

75 Mekelle mekele@enatbanksc.com 034 2415195

76 Mekhoni mekhoni@enatbanksc.com 0346 647655

77 Meki meki@enatbanksc.com 022-1180690/022-1181830

78 Mery Armede Adisu Gebeya meryarmide@enatbanksc.com 0111 268753

79 Metu metu@enatbanksc.com 047-1419935

80 Modjo modjo@enatbanksc.com 022-2364132/022-2367963

81 MuluEmebet Emru Haya Hulet mulumebetemiru@enatbanksc.com 0116 672378

82 Nigist Eleni- Saris nigisteleni@enatbanksc.com 0114 708876

83 Nigist Zewditu (Kolfe Atena Tera) nigistzewditu@enatbanksc.com 011-2739701/011-2739661

84 Nigist-Saba Bole-Medehanealem nigistesaba@enatbanksc.com 0116 180461

85 Prof. Yalemtsehay mekonnen 4 Kilo profyalemtsehaymekonnen@enatbanksc.com 0111 263884

86 Shambel Sister Aster Ayana -Akaki shambelsisterayana@enatbanksc.com 0114 716907

87 Shashemene shashemene@enatbanksc.com 046 2119894

88 Shashemene sub branch shashemenesub@enatbanksc.com 046 2112143

89 Shewareged Gedle Kality shewaregedgele@enatbanksc.com 0114 717466

90 Shire shire@enatbanksc.com 0342 443622

91 Sindu Gebru- Merkato sinidugebru@enatbanksc.com 0112 732301

92 Sr. Zebider Zewde- Lafto sisterzebider@enatbanksc.com 0114 711806

93 Sr.Birknesh Kebede Bole Bulbula sisterbirkneshkebede@enatbanksc.com 0114 714001

94 Sr.Zenawit Ayele (Wossen) sisterzenawitayele@enatbanksc.com 011-6680467/011-6680933

95 Sululta sululta@enatbanksc.com 011-161-78-42/011-161-
74-85

96 Sylvia Pankhurst Senga Tera sylviapankhrust@enatbanksc.com 0115 576893

97 Tana Branch bahirdartana@enatbanksc.com 058-3208747/058-3208748

98 Tirhas Mezgebe Gofa tirhasmezgebe@enatbanksc.com 0114 702241

99 Togowuchale togochale@enatbanksc.com 0258 820521

100 Tsehay Yitbarek Lebu tsehayyitbarek@enatbanksc.com 0114 625125

101 Tsion Michael Andom Lideta tsionmichael@enatbanksc.com 0115 579013

102 Tulu Dimtu tuludimtu@enatbanksc.com 011-8552669

103 Woliyta Sodo woliyta@enatbanksc.com 046-1802641

104 Wolkite wolkite@enatbanksc.com 011-3302998/011-3300971

105 Woreta woreta@enatbanksc.com 058-4461318

106 Yekake Wordot Gojam Berenda yekakewerdot@enatbanksc.com 0112 732735

107 Yetnebersh Nigussie Jakros yetnebershnigussie@enatbanksc.com 0116 671697

108 Zemi Yenus Figa zemiyenus@enatbanksc.com 011-8553092

109 Zewdie Abegaz Atikilt Tera zewdieabegazatkilttera@enatbanksc.com 0111 267814

S.NO BRANCH NAME EMAIL ADDRESS (የኢሜል አድራሻ) TELEPHONE ADDRESS 
(የስልክ አድራሻ)
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